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&lt;p&gt;&lt;/p&gt;&lt;p&gt;Black Ops Cold War&#39;s campaign allows players to 

assume a custom character, codenamed &quot;Bell&quot;, with the ability to choos

e their&#127881; intelligence agency, skin tone, nationality, and gender; as wel

l as different personality traits that provide in-game perks.[4] For the first&#

127881; time since 2012&#39;s Black Ops II, the campaign features multiple endin

gs, dependent on player choice throughout the campaign.[5]&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;In the non-canonical&#127881; endings where Bell chooses to stay loyal 

to Perseus, they lie by telling Adler to head to the Duga radar&#127881; array, 

where the team will be too far away to stop Perseus from activating the nukes. I

f Bell has established&#127881; contact with the Soviet Army beforehand, they wi

ll lure the team into a trap and kill them with the help&#127881; of Perseus and

 the Soviet Army before they activate the nukes. If Bell refuses to kill the tea

m, Bell is&#127881; executed by Adler but the nukes will still go off. Europe is

 devastated by the explosions and public opinion of&#127881; the United States p

lummets. The CIA is forced to erase the existence of Adler and his team in an ef

fort&#127881; to cover up the United States&#39; involvement in Operation Greenl

ight. Perseus boasts that his agents in Europe will take advantage&#127881; of t

he chaos to infiltrate every European government and turn them towards the Sovie

t Union, while his agents in the&#127881; United States will continue to undermi

ne the country.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Some times later, Stitch orders Perseus operative Owethu &quot;Jackal&q

uot; Mabuza to assault Jumpseat&#127881; Satellite Ground Station in South Afric

a. The station&#39;s surviving specialist is forced to obey Stitch&#39;s order a

s he de-orbits two&#127881; CIA satellites, which end up crashing in Verdansk an

d Algeria, respectively. Following his recovery, Adler immediately leads a squad

 to&#127881; investigate the satellite crash in Algeria. As they approach the cr

ash site, Adler recklessly charges in and eliminates Perseus agents,&#127881; wh

ile secretly recovering a data recorder from the satellite debris. A month later

, Woods leads a response team, accompanied by&#127881; Colton &quot;Stryker&quot

; Greenfield, to the ECHELON Listening Station in Teufelsburg, where they attemp

t to apprehend Perseus operative Kaori &quot;Kitsune&quot; Tanaka.&#127881; Kits

une, who has just finished uploading the numbers protocol, activates the sequenc

e, turning the response team against Woods and Stryker,&#127881; who narrowly es

cape death. Afterwards, Hudson meets with Woods in private and reveals an incons

istency in Adler&#39;s statement about the&#127881; data recorder from the Alger

ia satellite crash site, as well as his recent unmonitored activities in Verdans

k. Recognizing that Adler&#127881; may have been compromised due to the numbers 

program, Hudson orders Woods to contact Mason for help.&lt;/p&gt;
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